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Abstract—Search engines and Question and Answer (Q&A)
sites are the two commonly used ways for developers to seek
information on the web. In this paper, we ask whether the
questions developers ask on Q&A sites correlate with the infor-
mation developers search for using search engines. We report
on our empirical study to investigate the correlations of the
185 popular technical terms developers search on Google and
ask on Stack Overflow using search statistics obtained from
Google Trends over a 574-weeks span and question statistics
derived from Stack Overflow Data Dump over a 300-weeks
span. Our study shows that technical terms searched and asked
have strong correlation over time. Search and asking of newer,
specific technical terms have stronger correlation, compared
with older, general technical terms. We have developed a web
interface for accessing our dataset and empirical results available
at http://comparetrend.appspot.com/. Inspired by our empirical
results, we present future directions that can harness Stack
Overflow as sampled data for supporting time-aware search and
semantic search.

I. INTRODUCTION

During software development, developers frequently en-

counter the situation where the knowledge they possess is

insufficient to complete the task. Such knowledge inadequacy

leads to the information need [1], [2] for web documents

providing knowledge on software engineering. Over the years,

numbers of websites have been established to meet this need,

such as Github (open source code), codeproject.com (technical

tutorials), and Stack Overflow (technical Q&As). Developers

usually seek the web information in two ways: search engines

(e.g. Google) and Q&A sites (e.g. Stack Overflow)

With search engines, developers formulate their information

needs in a query consisting of several keywords. But it

was shown that queries presented to search engines often

cannot accurately describe the searchers’ information need-

s [1], [3], [4], because keywords are often ambiguous and

multifaceted [5]. Consequently, search engines may not return

relevant information that can satisfy the developers’ informa-

tion needs. Sometimes, even with the accurately formulated

queries, successful research still cannot be achieved due to

the lack of required information on the web.

With the advent of Web 2.0, Q&A sites have been launched

to support social information seeking [6], [7]. Unlike search

engine, Q&A sites allow the users to express their information

needs in detailed questions. Most of these questions will

be answered by other users who are often experts in that

field. Stack Overflow is the most popular Q&A site for com-

puter programming. Since its launch in August 2008, Stack

Overflow has accumulated millions of questions and answers.

These questions and answers cover many aspects of computer

programming, from programming languages, platforms, tools,

frameworks, APIs, to external links to other online documents

such as books, tutorials and open source projects.

As questions and answers in Stack Overflow are indexable

by search engines like Google, the answers provided for the

previously asked questions on Stack Overflow can be retrieved

as search results for satisfying the developers’ information

needs in response to their new searches. In this paper, we ask:

are there any relationships between the questions developers

ask on Stack Overflow and the information developers search

on search engines?

Some researchers [8], [9], [10] investigate the use of so-

cial media information (e.g., Facebook, Youtube, Twitter) to

support searching over travel information and trending events.

Adar et al. [11] report that queries raised by certain web

users in search engine would be reflected in their social

media like blogs and posted articles. Fourney and Morris show

that Q&A sites (MSDN Forum and Stack Overflow) users

typically conduct online search before asking or answering

a question [12]. In the context of software engineering, Parnin

et al. [13] and Kavaler et al. [14] investigate the correlation

of APIs used in open source projects and discussed in Stack

Overflow. However, there have been no studies dedicated on

the relationships between the queries developers use in search

engines and the questions developers ask in Q&A sites.

To fill this gap, we carry out an empirical study using

Google Trends and Stack Overflow data dump. We consider

Google query keywords and Stack Overflow question tags

as technical terms of computer programming, such as pro-

gramming languages, platforms, tools, frameworks, and APIs.

We collect 185 popular technical terms and their frequent

co-occurring terms from Google Trends and Stack Overflow.

These technical terms are regarded as programming knowledge

developers search on Google and ask on Stack Overflow. The

change of the popularity of a technical term over time is

regarded as the search trend and asking trend of that technical

term, which reflects the change developer’s interest in the

corresponding programming knowledge. Our data collection

process and dataset will be described in Section II.

Using this dataset, we answer the following research ques-

tions: 1) To what extent technical terms developers search and

ask overlap (Section III); 2) Do search trend and asking trend

of a technical term exhibit similar trend patterns (Section IV);
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3) What are the correlation and delay between search trend and

asking trend of a technical term (Section V); 4) What are the

relationships between search trend and asking trend of techni-

cal terms representing different versions of one programming

technique (Section VI).

Our study shows that programming knowledge developers

search on Google and ask on Stack Overflow correlate well,

in terms of the overlap of technical terms searched and asked,

and their temporal patterns and trends. Search and asking

of newer, specific technical terms have larger overlap and

stronger correlation, compared with that of older, general

technical terms. Search and asking trends of several versions

of one programming technique show the transition of the

popularity of the technique between subsequent versions. Our

findings suggest that Stack Overflow can be exploited as

sampled data to study the temporal property and semantics

of developers’ information needs and online programming

documents to enhance topic-based web search. We discuss our

findings and present future directions for time-aware search

and semantic search in Section VII.

II. DATASET

This study is based on the Google Trends [15] data for the

period of Jan 04, 2004 to Jan 03, 2015 (574 weeks) and the

Stack Overflow data dump [16] for the period of July 31, 2008

(when Stack Overflow was launched) to May 04, 2014 (300

weeks). This section describes our data collection process and

the resulting dataset.

A. Selecting Popular Technical Terms

We collect 7.2 million questions from Stack Overflow data

dump. Stack Overflow requires question askers to tag their

questions with 1-5 tags. We consider these tags as technical

terms of computer programming that askers consider as rele-

vant to their questions. These technical terms usually represent

programming language (e.g., Java, C#, Python), development

environment (e.g., Eclipse, Visual Studio), application platfor-

m (e.g., Android, iOS), framework/library (e.g., .NET, jQuery),

and application features (e.g., android-layout).

We collect 36997 distinct tags from the 7.2 million ques-

tions. As the community of Stack Overflow commits to merge

synonym tags by corresponding master ones, no tag synonyms

will be contained in our dataset. We rank the 36997 tags by

their usage frequencies, i.e., the number of questions tagged

with a given tag. The top 400 most frequently used tags cover

95.6% questions in the data dump, i.e., 95.6% questions are

tagged with at least one of these 400 tags. We select these 400

tags as technical terms for further analysis.

We transform the selected 400 tags into the 400 search

items to query Google Trends. Google Trends [15] provides

the statistics of a search item that people use as query to

search Google. One-word tag is directly transformed into a

search item with one keyword. But Stack Overflow tags can

concatenate several words with -, for example, visual-studio-
2010. When querying Google Trends, if serachs keywords are

concatenated with -, results will include searches containing

the first keyword, but excludes other keywords. Thus, we

replace - with blank space like that a tag visual-studio-2010
is transformed into a search item with three keywords visual
studio 2010. In this paper, tags like visual-studio-2010 and

search items like visual studio 2010 are used interchangeably

to represent the same technical terms.

We note that 190 of the 400 search items have a more

general language usage that is not restricted to the computer

programming domain. For example, java can mean coffee or

island. iPhone can appear in many news or online shops.

We remove such 190 search items to avoid noise in Google

Trends data. But, if the search item contains several keywords

including the keyword like java, such search item is retained.

Then 210 search items are used to query Google Trends.

We enter the search item with quotation marks to Google

Trends to obtain search statistics that include only queries

that match the exact search item [17]. For example, given

the search item “asp.net web api”, Google Trends returns the

statistics of the exact query “asp.net web api” that people use

to search Google. If the given query is not popular enough,

Google Trends will return “no enough search volume”. So we

further filter out 25 out of the 210 search items, such as mode
rewrite, google maps api 3, that do not have enough search

volume on Google Trends, i.e., no top searches returned (as

of Jan 03, 2015). Finally, we obtain 185 popular technical

terms for studying the correlations between the information

developers search on Google and the questions developers ask

on Stack Overflow.

B. Collecting Frequent Search and Asking Technical Terms

For each of the 185 technical terms, we collect a set of

its frequent co-occurring keywords developers use to search

Google (i.e., frequent search terms), and a set of its frequent

co-occurring tags developers use to tag questions (i.e., fre-
quent asking terms). We consider these frequent search and

asking terms as programming knowledge developers frequent-

ly search on Google and ask on Stack Overflow respectively.

Frequent search terms: Given a search item, Google Trends

returns a list of top searches, i.e., popular search queries that

are related to the search item entered 2. We collect a set of

unique keywords in the returned top searches. We refer to

this set of keywords as frequent search terms related to the

search item. For example, given the search item javascript,
Google Trends returns 50 top searches (as of Jan 03, 2015).

These 50 top searches contain 45 javascript-related searches

such as jquery, array javascript, javascript string, 4 searches

of other web-based technologies such as html, php, json, ajax,

and 1 search of other programming language java . The set

of keywords in these 50 top searches consists of 42 unique

keywords, including javascript , array, string, html, php, java,

etc. These 42 keywords constitute a set of frequent search

terms related to the search item javascript. Note that this

1The words like java are from frequent search and asking terms, not the
ambiguous search items removed.

2Google does not release technical details about how top searches are
determined.
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(a) Google (b) StackOverflow

Fig. 1. Word cloud of the top 80 most frequent search terms and the top 80 most frequent asking terms related to the 185 technical terms 1

set of frequent search terms contains the keyword java that

is considered as ambiguous when selecting popular search

items. However, as this java is extracted from the top searches

related to the technical term javascript, we do not consider it

as ambiguous when collecting frequent search terms.

Frequent asking terms: Given a tag, we collect all the

questions tagged with the given tag in Stack Overflow data

dump. We calculate the frequency of all the tags that co-occur

with the given tag in these questions. In this study, the number

of co-occurring tags of a given tag is always larger than the

number of keywords in the top searches of the corresponding

search item. Thus, we collect the top N frequent co-occurring

tags of the tag (N be the number of unique keywords in the top

searches of the corresponding search item). We regard this set

of frequent co-occurring tags as frequent asking terms related

to the tag. For example, the set of frequent asking terms related

to the tag javascript contains 42 frequent co-occurring tags of

javascript, such as jquery, html, php, css, ajax, etc.

Standardization of frequent search and asking terms: We

note that developers often use different wording style in

Google keywords and Stack Overflow tags to represent the

same technical terms, for example python2.7 and python-2.7.

Based on our observation, we standardize frequent search

and asking terms as follows: 1) split the words by char-digit

switchings; and 2) split the non-digit words by delimiters

such as -, . (except for technical terms like .net), and . As

such, both python2.7 and python-2.7 will be standardized as

the same technical term python 2.7. After standardization, the

set of frequent search terms and the set of frequent asking

terms become comparable for studying the similarity and

differences between frequent search terms and frequent asking

terms related to the 185 technical terms.

C. Building Search and Asking Trends

For each of the 185 technical terms, we build a sequence of

time-ordered weekly search popularity of the term on Google

(i.e., search trend), and a sequence of time-ordered weekly

asking popularity of the term on Stack Overflow (i.e., asking
trend). Search trend and asking trend of a technical term reveal

the change of developers’ interest in it over time. All of them

can be seen in our website:

http://comparetrend.appspot.com/

Search trend: We use Google Trends to compute search

trends of the 185 search items for the period Jan 04, 2004

to Jan 03, 2015 (574 weeks). Google Trends first computes

a percentage of how many searches have been done for

the entered search item compared to the total number of

searches during a particular week. It then normalizes the

weekly percentage by setting the week with the highest weekly

percentage at 100, and then normalizing the percentage of

other weeks to an integer index (0 to 100). This weekly integer

index of the search item represents the search popularity of the

corresponding technical term in a particular week.

Asking trend: We build asking trend of the 185 tags for

the period from Aug 03, 2008 to May 03, 2014 (300 weeks).

We first compute a percentage of how many new questions

have been associated with a given tag compared to the total

number of new questions asked during a particular week. The

weekly percentage is then normalized by setting the week

with the highest weekly percentage as 100, and normalize

the percentage of other weeks to an integer index (0 to 100).

This weekly integer index of the tag represents the asking

popularity of the corresponding technical term in a particular

week.

III. TECHNICAL TERMS SEARCHED AND ASKED

To understand the overlap and differences of programming

knowledge developers search and ask, we compare the similar-

ity between frequent search terms and frequent asking terms

related to the 185 technical terms.

A. Overall Comparison

We merge the 185 sets of frequent search terms into an

overall set that keeps 835 unique frequent search terms which

appear in at least two sets. Similarly, we merge the 185 sets

of frequent asking terms into an overall set of frequent ask

terms. And 595 unique frequent asking terms are preserved

which appear at least in two sets. 386 technical terms (i.e.,

46% of 835 frequent search terms and 65% of 595 frequent

asking terms) are the same in the two overall sets of frequent

terms. 449 terms appear only in the overall set of frequent

search terms, while 209 terms appear only in the overall set
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Fig. 2. The Dice coefficient of the set of frequent search terms and the set
of frequent asking terms (Ranked from high to low)

of frequent asking terms. This suggests that technical terms

which developers frequently search on Google are broader than

that frequently asked on Stack Overflow.

Fig. 1 shows the top 80 most frequent technical terms in the

overall set of frequent search terms and frequent asking terms.

We can see that most technical terms people frequently search

on Google and frequently ask on Stack Overflow overlaps. The

overlapping terms include popular programming languages,

frameworks, and platforms. Furthermore, we can observe that

the word relative frequency (as indicated by the font size)

of the same technical term in the two word clouds is similar.

This suggests that developers’ interest in these technical terms

is similar on Google and on Stack Overflow.

We can also observe the differences between frequent search

terms and frequent asking terms in Fig. 1. Frequent search

terms often include general terms, such as api, code, down-
load, examples, programming, tutorial, reference, and wiki,
which reflect the general interests of developers searching

for programming knowledge. In fact, the terms download
and tutorial appear in 156 sets and 103 sets of frequent

search terms respectively, which are much more frequent than

other frequent search terms. We do not include download
and tutorial in the word cloud of frequent search terms,

because they significantly distort the comparison of relative

word frequencies of the two word clouds. In contrast, frequent

asking terms include more specific technical terms such as

forms, hibernate, django and linq .

B. Comparison of Individual Programming Topics

For each of the 185 technical terms, we compute the Dice

coefficient 3 of the set of frequent search terms S and the set

of frequent asking terms A related to the technical term, i.e.,

Dice(S,A) =
2× |S⋂

A|
|S|+ |A|

As shown in Fig. 2, the Dice coefficient of frequent search

terms and frequent asking terms of 18 (10%) technical terms

is above 0.6, that of 105 (57%) technical terms is between 0.4

and 0.6, that of 54 (29%) technical terms is between 0.4 and

0.2, and that of 8 (4%) technical terms is below 0.2.

3We also compute other similarity measurements like Jaccard coefficient,
but find no fundamental difference from Dice coefficient.

We find that the higher the Dice coefficient, the more

specific the technical terms tends to be, and the smaller the set

of frequent search terms and the set of frequent asking terms.

For example, the set of frequent search terms and frequent

asking terms related to asp.net-mvc-2 contains only 6 terms

(e.g., c#, jquery, mvc) and the Dice coefficient of the two sets

is 0.67. The set of frequent search terms and frequent asking

terms related to api.net web api contains only 11 terms and

the Dice coefficient is 0.73. In contrast, the lower the Dice

coefficient, the more general the technical terms tends to be,

and the larger the set of frequent search terms and the set of

frequent asking terms. For example, the set of frequent search

terms and frequent asking terms related to python contains

more than 40 terms and the Dice coefficient is below 0.3.

Summary: Most of technical terms that developers search

on Google and ask on Stack Overflow overlaps. Developers

search Google for broader technical terms, while they ask

questions regarding more specific technical terms on Stack

Overflow. Frequent search terms and frequent asking terms

related to a general technical term (e.g., python) can be diverse,

while those related to a specific technical term (e.g., asp.net-
mvc-2) tend to be more focused.

IV. PATTERNS OF SEARCH AND ASKING TRENDS

Next, we investigate what patterns search trend and asking

trend of the 185 technical terms exhibit and how many techni-

cal terms exhibit the same search and asking trend patterns. In

this section we focus on qualitative analysis of long-term trend

patterns displayed in search trends and asking trends, not the

weekly fluctuation in search trends and asking trends. In the

next section, we perform quantitative analysis of correlations

and delays of search trends and asking trends.

A. Observing Trend Patterns

Search (or aksing) trend of a technical term is a time-series

of observation of search (or asking) popularity of the term for

the period of time we study. Inspired by Kulkarni’s work [18],

we manually examine the search trend and asking trend of the

185 technical terms to identify long-term spike(s), seasonality

and progression patterns of search trends and asking trends.

A spike occurs when search (or asking) popularity of a

technical term increases for a period of time and then decreases

afterwards. We find that search trend and asking trend of all the

185 technical terms have only zero or one spike: 124 search

trends and 129 asking trends have 0 spike (e.g., Fig. 3(a),

3(b), 3(c), 3(e), 3(f)), while 61 search trends and 56 asking

trends have 1 spike (e.g., Fig. 3(d)). Seasonality reveals a

repetitive pattern of spikes for a period of time. As search

trends and asking trends have only zero or one spike, we do

not observe seasonality in search trends and asking trends.

A search (or asking) trend may progress in a sequence of

stages. Each progression stage has a distinct trend direction

for a period of time (i.e., up, flat, and down). We find

that search trend and asking trend of all the 185 technical

terms have at most two progression stages. We identify 6

progression patterns: DOWN, UP, FLAT, UPDOWN, UPFLAT
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(a) DOWN (b) UP (c) FLAT (d) UPDOWN (e) UPFLAT (f) DOWNFLAT

Fig. 3. Examples of progression patterns of search and asking trends.

Fig. 4. Distribution of progression patterns in Google and Stack Overflow

and DOWNFLAT. Fig. 3 present examples of these progression

patterns. The red line and blue line represent the search trend

in Google (GO) and the asking trend in Stack Overflow (SO).

B. Analyzing Progression Patterns

Fig. 4 shows the number of technical terms whose search (or

asking) trend exhibits a particular progression pattern. We can

see that UPDOWN is the most common progression pattern in

two datasets. UPDOWN pattern accounts for 61 technical terms

in Google and 56 in Stack Overflow. Most of them are specific

versions of a programming technique such as action-script-3 in

Fig. 3(d). The popularity of action-script-3 increases, but then

decrease as a newer version action-script-4 is released. Other

technical terms having UPDOWN pattern are often techniques

(e.g., svn) whose popularity increases in the past but then

decreases due to the rising of competing techniques (e.g., git).
FLAT, UPFLAT and DOWNFLAT patterns together account

for 54 technical terms in Google and 54 in Stack Overflow.

Technical terms with FLAT pattern are often related to com-

mon programming concepts, such as regular expression regex
in Fig. 3(c). Popularity of such common concepts is usually

constant over time. UPFLAT and DOWNFLAT patterns show

that popularity of some technical terms has gone through an

increase or decrease stage, and then has become stable, such

as android-intent in Fig. 3(e) and command-line in Fig. 3(f).

DOWN pattern accounts for 47 technical terms in Google

and 37 in Stack Overflow. Technical terms with DOWN pattern

are often with long history and have been losing popularity due

to the rising of competing techniques, such as .net in Fig. 3(a).

UP pattern accounts for 23 technical terms in Google and 37

in Stack Overflow. These technical terms often represent hot

programming tools or frameworks that are gaining popularity,

such as hadoop in Fig. 3(b).

In general, search trend and asking trend of 144 (78%) tech-

nical terms exhibit the same progression pattern. 21 technical

terms exhibit partially matched progression patterns, for ex-

ample, asp.net-mvc (UPFLAT search trend versus DOWNFLAT

asking trend), svn in Fig. 5(c) (UPDOWN search trend versus

DOWN asking trend), and xml-parsing (DOWN search trend

versus UPDOWN asking trend). 20 terms exhibit progression

patterns with different directions. For example, 13 technical

terms exhibit DOWN pattern in Google, but FLAT (e.g., jdbc
in Fig. 5(b)) and UP patterns (e.g., javascript in Fig. 5(a)) in

Stack Overflow. As shown in the next section, search trend

and asking trend of these 41 technical terms often have low

or negative correlations. We will further elaborate the reasons

for unmatched progression patterns together with quantitative

analysis of trend correlations in the Section V-B.

Summary: Search trends and asking trends exhibit no

seasonality and six types of progression patterns. About 1/3

search and asking trends exhibit UPDOWN pattern, about

1/3 search and asking trends exhibit FLAT, UPFLAT and

DOWNFLAT patterns, and the rest 1/3 search and asking trends

exhibit DOWN or UP patterns. 78% of technical terms exhibit

the same progression pattern in Google and in Stack Overflow,

16% of technical terms exhibit partially matched progression

patterns, and the rest 16% exhibit different trend directions.

V. ALIGNMENT OF SEARCH AND ASKING TRENDS

To better understand the change of developers’ interest in

Google and in Stack Overflow, we quantitatively study the

correlation and delay of the search and asking trends of the

185 technical terms.

A. Method

The time span of search trend is 574 weeks, while that of

asking trend is 300 weeks. We use cross-correlation method

proposed in [11] to find the maximum Pearson correlation

coefficient between the search trend and asking trend of a

technical term (see Algorithm 1). We set the first week of

asking trend (i.e., Aug 03, 2008) as 0, and thus the last week

of asking trend (i.e., May 03, 2014) is 299, the first week of

search trend (i.e., Jan 04, 2004) is -239, and the last week of

search trend (i.e., Jan 03, 2015) is 334.

Given the search trend Ts and asking trend Ta of a technical

term, the Algorithm 1 moves the asking trend backward in time

up to 239 (0−239) weeks and forward in time up to 35 (334−
299) weeks (i.e., w in −239 : 35). For each w, it first gets a

segment of 300-weeks (i.e., Ta.len) search trend starting at the
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(a) javascript (b) jdbc (c) svn

Fig. 5. Examples of unmatched progression patterns

week w, and then compute the Pearson correlation coefficient

between the search trend segment Ts−seg and the asking trend.

The algorithm returns the maximum correlation between the

two trends, and the corresponding week w maximizing the

correlation as the delay between the two trends. Positive delay

value (1 ≤ w ≤ 35) means that asking trend precedes search

trend. Negative delay value (−239 ≤ w ≤ −1) means search

trend precedes search trend.

Input: Search trend Ts and Asking trend Ta of a

technical term

Output: maxCorrelation, delay

maxCorrelation = −1 ;

for w in −239 : 35 do
Ts−seg ← Ts.getSegment(w,w + Ta.len) ;

r ← pearson(Ts−seg , Ta) ;

if corr > maxCorrelation then
maxCorrelation ← r ;

delay ← w;

end
end

Algorithm 1: Cross correlation of search and asking trends

B. Correlation of Search and Asking Trends

Fig. 6 depicts the 185 technical terms (dots) in a scatter plot.

The vertical axis shows the correlation of the search trend and

asking trend of a technical term. The horizontal axis shows

the first week in which the technical term appears in Google

Trends, i.e., the first week with non-zero search popularity.

The smaller the first week is, the older the technical term is.

As Evans [19] suggests that Pearson correlation r > 0.6
indicates strong correlation between the two variables, 125

(68%) technical terms have strongly correlated search and

asking trend (p < 0.05). Many of these 125 technical terms

represent specific programming techniques or frameworks,

such as .net, hadoop, regex, action-script-3, android-intent,
and command-line (see Fig. 3). In addition, 26 technical terms

that appear after May 17, 2009 have the strongest correlation

r > 0.9.

49 technical terms have moderately or weakly correlated

search and asking trend (i.e., 0 < r < 0.6). 38 (78%) of these

49 technical terms appear in the first week (Jan 04, 2004) of

the Google Trends data, i.e., those dots at the horizontal tick 0.

These technical terms represent programming techniques that

already exist before the earliest search statistics Google Trends

Fig. 6. Correlations of search and asking trends. The green line is the 239th
week when Stack Overflow was launched. 125 (68%) technical terms have
strongly correlated (i.e., r > 0.6) search and asking trends. 26 technical terms
appear after May 17, 2009 (the 281th week) have the strongest correlations
r > 0.9.

provides, such as jdbc, gcc and xpath . As such, search trends

of these technical terms do not capture their entire life span

in Google. This data incompleteness may result in unmatched

progression patterns and weaker correlations of search and

asking trends. In contrast, except mvvm and django-models,

all other 47 technical terms that appear after Stack Overflow

was launched (Aug 03, 2008) have strongly correlated search

trend and asking trend (i.e., r > 0.6), because both Google

Trends and Stack Overflow can provide complete search and

asking statistics for these technical terms.

11 (6%) technical terms have negatively correlated search

trend and asking trend, i.e., r < 0. 10 of these 11 technical

terms already exist before the earliest search statistics Google

Trends provides, including arraylist, html, .htaccess, iframe,

javascript, mysql, php, postgresql, servelets, xml-parsing.

These 10 technical terms exhibit the opposite progression pat-

terns (DOWN versus UP) in Google and Stack Overflow, and

thus have negative correlations. Another reason for negative

correlations could be the difference of user behavior in Google

and Stack Overflow. For example, developers may search a

specific javascript technique such jquery, angularjs without

the keyword javascript. However, they frequently tag questions

with both javascript and specific javascript techniques in Stack

Overflow. This could explain why javascript is gaining asking

popularity, but search trend of javascript is going down.

C. Delay between Search and Asking Trends

Fig. 7 depicts the 125 (68%) technical terms that have

strong correlation (i.e., r > 0.6) between search and asking

trend. The vertical axis shows the delay (the number of weeks)

between the search trend and asking trend of a technical term.

Same as Fig. 6, the horizontal axis shows the first week in

which the technical term appears in Google Trends.

We consider the search and asking trend of 14 technical

terms as synchronous (i.e., within ±1 week). These 14 tech-

nical terms are shown as blue dots in Fig 7. 6 of them appear

in Google Trends after Stack Overflow was launched. These 6

topics are all new programming frameworks or platforms re-

leased in recent years, such as ember.js, symfony2, and visual-
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Fig. 7. Delay between search and asking trends. The green line is the 239th
week when Stack Overflow was launched. The newer the technical terms, the
smaller the delay between their search and asking trends.

studio-2012. The other 5 technical terms like sql-server-2008,

numpy appear within 2.5 years (about 130 weeks) before Stack

Overflow was launched. The rest 3 technical terms represent

long-history techniques, dll, xml, and xcode. The popularity

of these long-history techniques has been decreasing on the

same pace in Google and Stack Overflow.

Search trend of 71 technical terms precedes at least 1 week

before their asking trend, i.e., w < −1. Among these 71

technical terms, 17 terms have delay in between 1 and 34

weeks (−34 ≤ w < −1) and 14 of these 17 technical terms

appear after Stack Overflow was launched. The rest 54 terms

have delay more than 34 weeks (w < −34). Among the 54

long-delayed technical terms, 50 technical terms appear in

Google Trends before Stack Overflow was launched, and 21

appear in Google Trends from the first week of search trend.

High trend correlation and long delay of these technical terms

suggest that developers’ interest in these terms went through

similar trajectories in Google and in Stack Overflow. Because

Stack Overflow was launched later, asking trend has to be

moved backward in time to match search trend.

Asking trend of 40 technical terms precedes at least 1

week before their search trend, i.e., w > 1. Among these 40

technical terms, 10 appear after Stack Overflow was launched.

7 of these 10 technical terms have very short delay, i.e.,

w < 10. The rest 30 technical terms appear before Stack

Overflow was launched. 21 of these 30 technical terms repre-

sent specific programming techniques (some even with version

number) with DOWN, UPDOWN and DOWNFLAT progression

patterns. Developers’ interest in these techniques have been

decreasing over time both in Google and in Stack Overflow, as

new, competing techniques emerge. It seems that developers’

interest decreases faster in Stack Overflow than in Google

search. This could be because Google search is used by a

much broader set of users, some of which may not be so

sensitive to emerging new techniques, for example students.

Summary: 125 (68%) of the 185 technical terms we

study have strongly correlated (r > 0.6) search trend and

asking trend. Two main reasons may cause weak or negative

correlations: the incompleteness of the life span captured if

the techniques already exist before the launch of Google

TABLE I
GENERAL AND SPECIFIC TECHNICAL TERMS

General Specific
.net .net-4.0
actionscript actionscript-3
c# c#-4.0
css css-3
entity-framework entity-framework-4
html html5.
iis iis-7
jsf jsf-2
sqlite sqlite3

asp.net-mvc asp.net-mvc-2, asp.net-mvc-3, asp.net-mvc-4
python python-2.7, python-3.x
sql-server sql-server-2005, sql-server-2008
visual-studio visual-studio-2008,visual-studio-2010,visual-studio-2012

Trends and Stack Overflow, and the user behavior difference in

Google and Stack Overflow. Overall, search trend and asking

trend of newer technical terms have stronger correlation and

shorter delay, compared with that of older technical terms.

VI. TRENDS OF GENERAL & SPECIFIC TECHNICAL TERMS

We identify 13 general technical terms (e.g., .net, html, sql-
server) and their corresponding 19 specific technical terms

(e.g., .net-4.0, html5, sql-server-2005 and sql-server-2008) in

the 185 technical terms (see Table I). We comparatively study

the correlations of search and asking trend of these general

and specific technical terms.

A. Comparison of Trend Correlations

Fig. 9 shows the distribution of search and asking trend

correlations of the 13 general technical terms and that of the 19

specific technical terms. Overall, the search and asking trend

of specific technical terms have stronger correlations than that

of general technical terms.

All the 19 specific technical terms have strongly correlated

search and asking trend, i.e., r > 0.6. sqlite3 and iis-7 have

the relative low Pearson correlation 0.6 and 0.64 respectively.

Although sqlite3 is a relative specific term compared with

sqlite, it has many versions such as sqlite3.0.1, sqlite3.2.8 and

sqlite3.8.8 from 2004 till now. Developers searching or asking

sqlite3 may be interested in many different versions. This may

result in the relative low correlation of the search and asking

trend of sqlite3. And iis-7 has the similar situation.

9 (69%) general technical terms have Pearson correlation

r > 0.6. .net has the highest Pearson correlation r = 0.92.

As shown in Fig. 3(a), search and asking trend of .net have

the similar DOWN trajectory. html has the negative Pearson

correlation r = −0.8. As discussed in Section V-B, due to the

incomplete life span of search statistics that Google Trends

provide for long-history techniques like html, these techniques

often exhibit unmatched progression patterns and have weakly

or negatively correlated search and asking trend.

B. Trends of Related Specific Technical Terms

Four general technical terms (i.e., asp.net-mvc, sql-server,

python and visual-studio) have two or more specific technical

terms. For each general technical terms (like python), we

aggregate the search trend of its corresponding specifics ones

(such as python-2.7 and python-3.x) into an aggregated search
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(a) Google (b) Stack Overflow

Fig. 8. Replacement process of asp.net-mvc version 2, 3 and 4 in 574 weeks

Fig. 9. Distribution of trend correlations of general and specific terms

trend by normalizing the sum of weekly percentage of these

specific technical terms into an integer index (0 to 100).

Similarly, we obtain an aggregated asking trend of this set

of specific technical terms. We find that there is only weak

correlation between the aggregated search (or asking) trend

and that of the corresponding general technical term. This

may be because there are many other versions (python 2.3
and python 2.6) that are not included in our data set.

Fig. 8 visualizes the aggregated search trend and the ag-

gregated asking trend of asp.net-mvc-2, asp.net-mvc-3 and

asp.net-mvc-4 in stack graph for the period of 574 weeks.

We can see that the search popularity of asp.net-mvc-2 and

asp.net-mvc-3 in Google was increasing then decreasing, and

the popularity of asp.net-mvc-4 in Google was increasing

and become stable. The asking popularity of asp.net-mvc-
2, asp.net-mvc-3 and asp.net-mvc-4 in Stack Overflow bears

the same relations. We also observe the same trend relations

for the other three sets of specific technical terms. This

phenomenon reveals a replacement process in which the

popularity of one specific term has been gradually shifted to

the newer related term both in Google and in Stack Overflow.

We use the cross-correlation method (see Section V-A) to

find the maximum Pearson correlation coefficient between

the aggregated search trend and the aggregated asking trend

of a set of specific technical terms. The results shows that

the aggregated search trend and the aggregated asking trend

are strongly correlated: asp.net-mvc set (0.96), sql-server set

(0.88), python set (0.87), and visual-studio set (0.95). All the

correlations are statistically significant at the 0.05 level.

Summary: Search and asking trend of specific technical

terms have stronger correlations than that of the corresponding

general technical term. Search and asking trend of several

versions of a programming technique reveal the transition of

the popularity of the technique between subsequent versions.

The aggregated search trend and the aggregated asking trend

of a set of specific technical terms are strongly correlated, but

they cannot represent the search trend and asking trend of the

corresponding general technical term.

VII. STACK OVERFLOW AS SAMPLED DATA

Our study shows that the information developers search on

Google and the questions developers ask on Stack Overflow

have strong correlation. This result provides the evidence that

Stack Overflow can be used as an important information source

for satisfying developers’ information needs in web search. In

addition to be yet another information source in the wealth

of online programming documents, we believe that Stack

Overflow data can be exploited as sampled data to study the

temporal property and semantics of developers’ information

needs and online programming documents to enhance topic-

based search queries and search results.

A. Time-Aware Search

Developers’ search for online information often involves im-

plicit temporal intent, for example, searching for information

related to a specific version of a framework which is popular

for a particular period of time. On the other hand, online

programming documents, such as Stack Overflow questions

and answers, are also time-sensitive. For example, questions

and answers on “asp.net mvc” framework for the period of

November 2010 to October 2012 in Stack Overflow are more

likely related to asp.net-mvc-3, while those after October 2012

are more likely related to asp.net-mvc-4 (see Fig. 8).

This suggests that time may play an important role in

retrieving and ranking relevant online programming docu-

ments. However, existing search engines mainly rely on topic

similarity, considering version number only as a topic, but do

not exploit temporal information that the queries and online

documents imply. Recently, researchers have demonstrated

the positive effect of incorporating the temporal property of

words into microblog search [20], [21], [22]. We believe

that the implicit temporal information of online programming

documents should also be considered in conjunction with the

topic similarity to derive the final document ranking.

We can analyze search and asking statistics to determine

if a technique and its related queries and online documents

are time sensitive [23]. For example, the technique with FLAT
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search and asking trend (e.g., regex in Fig. 3(c)) would be un-

likely time-sensitive. In contrast, the technique with UPDOWN

search and asking trend (e.g., action-script-3 in Fig. 3(d),

asp.net-mvc-2/3/4 in Fig. 8) would likely be time-sensitive.

We can build temporal profile of a set of documents returned

in response to a time-sensitive query [24], [18]. Different

from traditional approaches that consider the relevance of each

document in isolation, temporal profile allows the design of

time-sensitive ranking algorithms that determine the relevance

of a document for a query based on the relevance of other

documents with similar content that were published around

the same time frame [21].

B. Semantic Search

Developers’ web search often involves a complex infor-

mation seeking process [25], in which they have to browse,

filter, and digest many online documents around program-

ming knowledge they need. Search engines consider online

programming resources only as web pages and links. There

lack of effective knowledge representation and organization

to assist developers in retrieving, aggregating, and exploring

online documents around the knowledge they need.

Over the recent years, semantic search is gaining momentum

with the proliferation of several large-scale knowledge graphs

[26], [27], such as DBPedia, YAGO, Google’s Knowledge

Graph, Microsoft’s Satori. A knowledge graph is a graphical

knowledge representation that captures the types, properties,

and relationships of the entities for a particular domain.

Techniques have been developed to derive knowledge graph

from structured or unstructured documents [28], [29], [30].

Considering the richness and high-quality of the crowd-

sourced knowledge in Stack Overflow, we argue that Stack

Overflow is an important source for mining knowledge graph

for computer programming. As what developers search on

Google and what they ask on Stack Overflow have strong

correlation, we envision that the knowledge graph mined

from Stack Overflow would allow us to add “semantics” to

developers’ web search to enhance their search experience.

For example, the knowledge graph may allow us to transfor-

m a keyword query “eclipse editor example illegalargumentex-

ception” into a structured query for “example resolve Edit-
Part.openEditor throwing IllegalArgumentException” over

the online documents indexed by the knowledge graph. The

knowledge graph may also be exploited to support serendipi-

tous search [31], [32]. For example, based on the knowledge

graph, search engine may return a result d3.js (a fast growing

Javascript visualization library) to the developer who searches

for “java visualization”. If the developer is not constrained

to the Java tools, he will find d3.js serendipitous, i.e., unex-

pected, yet useful. Last but not least, based on the categories

and relations of technical terms in the knowledge graph, a

multifaceted, vertical search user interface [33], [34] can be

developed to assist developers’ exploratory search [35], [36] in

the complex information seeking process. Exploratory search

would be very useful when the developer does not know which

keywords to use or when he is not looking for a single answer.

VIII. RELATED WORK

There has been a large amount of research on developer’s

behavior on Stack Overflow. Allamanis and Sutton [37] use

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to discover question con-

cepts and types in Stack Overflow. Similarly, Linares-Vásquez

et al. [38] exploit LDA to analyze topics related to mobile

development. Barua et al. [39] use LDA to mine the topics

in Stack Overflow discussions, and study the relationships of

the mined topics and the popularity of these topics over time.

Parnin et al. [13] show that crowd documentation in Stack

Overflow can achieve a high coverage of API elements. Our

study complements existing work by providing a new per-

spective of technical terms developers ask in Stack Overflow

in relation to what developers search in Google.

Google Trends data has been widely used in many appli-

cations. It is used by Bauckhage et al. [40] to model the

temporal dynamics of Internet memes. Google Trends is also

adopted to quantify trading behaviour in financial markets [41]

and to monitor disease outbreak in real time [42]. Rech [43]

uses Google Trends data to analyze media attention, search

interests, and relations of software engineering technologies

and tools. Trends in social media has also been studied.

Zhang and Li [44] analyze the trend in Yahoo! Answers

to discover hot topics. Giummolè et al. [9] and Kairam et

al. [10] analyze the trending events in Twitter to improve

trend-sensitive search. Achananuparp et al. [45] develop a

web interface for computing trends of software-related tweets.

These works analyze trends in one system, while our study

correlates two different information sources, i.e., search trend

in Google and asking trend in Stack Overflow.

Adar et al. [11] show that there are correlations between

user behaviors on multiple web-based systems using search

queries, blog posts and news articles. Xiang and Gretzel [8] in-

vestigate the role of Facebook and Youtube in searching online

travel information. Kavaler et al. [14] study the relationships

between the complexity of API elements, traditional software

documentation and Stack Overflow Q&As. Linares-Vásquez

et al. [46] investigate what types of API changes trigger more

discussions in Stack Overflow. Different from these works, our

study focuses on the relationships of the information searched

on Google and the questions asked on Stack Overflow.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have demonstrated that search on Google and asking on

Stack Overflow has strong correlation, in terms of technical

terms searched and asked as well as their corresponding tem-

poral patterns and trends. Search and asking of newer, specific

technical terms have larger content overlap and stronger corre-

lation, compared with older, general programming topics. This

suggests that with time going by, as new techniques emerge

and replace old ones, the information developers search on

Google could become more and more correlated with the

questions developers ask on Stack Overflow. We discuss time-

aware search and semantic search that can exploit the temporal

property and semantics of Stack Overflow data to enhance

topic-based search engines.
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